F.J. Davey Home Family Council
Zoom Planning Meeting – October 6, 2021 Summary
Attendees:
Gail Jones, Brandon Servant, Lina Magli, Debbie Dunsheath, Frances
Ryan and others
Discussion
Meeting Notes From Telephone Meeting of C. Lee, D. Ayotte, F.Ryan– Oct. 6, 2021
• Could we present our interests briefly to the FJD Board? Connie will add us to the
Nov.29 agenda
•

Relocate Bulletin Board to more visible space? Council asked if the Celebration
Room Bulletin Board could be moved to a more visible place. With the facility
undergoing some changes, so this is not possible at this time. Will consider once
changes have been completed

•

Name tags are not being worn – A memo went out to staff this morning from Connie
agreeing that name tags are important hence the memo…

•

Seek further broadcast of meetings to involve more families and friends – bulletin
board, include in monthly Residents’ magazine, include with statements to residents
and/or poa This will be coordinated with the Activities Director and delivered to Sue
Burns no later than Oct. 27

Suggestions From General Family Council Planning Meeting
• What are our resources – financially? Approximately $1,000. Upcoming costs are
unknown/to be determined but include resident’s cards and contributions to
Christmas gifts for residents. Anyone with surplus Christmas cards is welcome to
drop them
•

off at the desk in the lobby or with Danielle Ayotte. The residents greatly appreciate
the cards

•

A suggestion was made that we meet where we can have coffee? Discussion
regarding meeting through Zoom led to questions of expenses being considered.
The planning committee will support the Zoom costs in the short term

•

Generate interest and more participants – may we put notices in with POA mailouts?
We will have a page added to the monthly Residents’ Newsletter, as it was
recognized by all that everyone reads their resident’s copy

•

It was agreed Family Council will continue with its tradition of purchasing some gifts
for Home’s Tree that provides a gift to less fortunate residents

•

Birch Lane is closed, only essential workers are allowed entry. That location has
since been re-opened

•

Next “Planning Committee” meeting Oct. 20 @ 6:00pm

